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Abstract 

The Matrimonial Property Regulation and the Regulation on the Property Consequences of 

registered Partnerships, jointly referred to as the Twin Regulations, follow the trend of 

extending party autonomy to a wider area of legal relations. This is done in a view of the 

increasing number of cross-border families, which are such either from the inception or turn 

such due to changed circumstances later in the course of the marriage or partnership (either 

due to their different/changed nationalities or habitual residence or acquisition of property 

located in different countries). However, the success of the party autonomy in the Twin 

Regulations depends on how well its features balance the benefits and risks of choosing the 

applicable law.  

While the party autonomy provides benefits in allowing parties to choose the optimal regime 

for their property enhancing both foreseeability and awareness of the couple about the 

applicable legal norms (so that it may comply with the law in their everyday management and 

larger transactions), it may not be as readily accepted by all couples in EU since in some 

societies couples are less prone to contemplate issues related to property relations which 

mostly come up as a result of break-up of the emotional relationship (or death). There is 

another dimension external to law, which cautions about the party autonomy – the informed 

consent. Research has shown that in majority of cases humans provide consent without 

having full information and understanding.  Therefore, agreement of the parties may result 

from consent which is far from informed. Especially in a view of the complex legal rules related 

to the couple’s property regimes and their interaction with other rules, such as succession 

ones. Having said that, it is expected that these risks may be overcome over time in a view of 

the number of cross-border couples which may benefit from the party autonomy, and the 

services of legal professionals provided competently and regularly to their clients. 

Additionally, the Party autonomy scheme in the Twin Regulations itself provides for some 

safety elements. Thus, the party autonomy is restricted by connexité requirement, a 

commonly used mechanism of the private International law, according to which the parties 

may not choose law of any country, but only of the nationality of habitual residence of either 

of them. To a certain extent this restriction addresses the problem of (non-)informed consent 

and protects the parties from completely unknown law. Another restriction pertains to time 

of choice meaning that the law of a country (of nationality or habitual residence) may be 



chosen only if so at the time of the agreement. This private international law technique is 

intended to assure certainty in choice of law and resolve the problem of conflit mobile. The 

third characteristic of party autonomy to mention is the option that choice of law is exercised 

explicitly or tacitly. This is sometimes seen as beneficial and other times as risk-bearing. The 

latter is explained by the fact that it is no certain from the outset and still has to be affirmed 

by the court if existing at all (unlike the explicit choice which only may be questioned by the 

court in terms of validity), which my particularly trouble the third parties having legal relations 

with the couple. The benefits of recognising tacit choice of law may be viewed from the 

perspective of the couples who in such cases think and act in the context of the law of a 

particular country. Respecting tacit choice promotes the expectations of the parties – the 

couple. 

Final points on the party autonomy in the Twin Regulations relate to the scopes of 

applications of the Twin Regulations. The limited applicability ratione teritorii derives from 

the fact that the Twin Regulations were adopted in reliance of the enhanced cooperation 

mechanism and includes only among 18 participating Member States, thus the Twin 

Regulations will not apply before the courts of other 9 Member States, and the recognition of 

the party autonomy would depend on the national rules of private international law in each 

of them. Similarly, the applicability ratione temporis of the Twin Regulations limits their ability 

to facilitate couples’ efforts to organise their property since they apply to marriages and 

registered partnerships entered into on or after 29 January 2019. However, couples may still 

come within their respective scope provided they specify the law applicable to the property 

regime on or after 29 January 2019, which is an option that widely opens up the Twin 

Regulations to the cross-border couples in EU. 

In conclusion, the party autonomy in the Twin Regulations offers sound opportunity for many 

couples in attempting to organise their property relations. The success of the party autonomy 

in choosing applicable law is however dependant not only on the quality of the legal 

provisions, but also on the quality of the legal advice parties receive in that respect. Thus, 

efforts to raise awareness and knowledge of the Twin Regulations among the legal 

professionals and to provide various (digital) tools which they will be able to use to the benefit 

of their clients. 


